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Let's look at some solutions to the interclass problem.

Do you have any questions about the assignment or the readings?

Do you have any questions about the midterm?

Minute Essays

- Practical uses of stacks and queues.
- Setting justification on text areas.

What is a list? What are the things that you can do with a list?
Let's write an interface called MyStack with the methods we said should be in it. Make the interface generic so it can handle any type.

Now let's write a class called ArrayStack and make it implement MyStack. Fill in the code for ArrayStack and add a main method to test that they work.
Now we will do the same thing for a queue. Make a MyQueue interface and an ArrayQueue class.
One of the most standard applications of a stack is a reverse polish calculator (RPC).
Let's make a class for a RPC then make a command that will use it.
The next step up the ADT ladder is the list. Basically a list provides general access so you can add, remove, or search for things at random locations in the list.

Java has an interface called List in java.util. Let's go look at that.
So how could we implement the list interface using an array? What methods of that implementation would be “fast”? Which ones would be “slow”? What do the terms fast and slow mean here in O terms and what operations are being considered for that?
There is an alternate method of implementing the list interface called the linked list. It is strong where an array list is weak, but weak where an array list is strong.

A linked list is made of nodes and each node knows about one or two of its neighbors (has pointers to them).

We move around linked lists by “walking” from node to node.

Adding and removing can be very fast and always require very few memory writes.
Linked lists can be implemented in many ways. The basic characteristic is that we only keep a reference to one node and nodes then link to one another.

The linking can be single or double. A doubly linked list has nodes that know about both the next and the previous elements.

Linked lists can also be circular. In a circular linked list, the first element links around to the back one.

For optimization purposes, lists can keep track of a head and a tail, but that isn't required.
IMPLEMENTING A SINGLY LINKED LIST

- Let's work together to build an implementation of a singly linked list.
- We will implement the java.util.List interface, but we won't have time to implement all of the methods.
- A sentinel is an extra node in the list that represents the “end” of the list and doesn't store data.
- The purpose of the sentinel is to remove special cases. The next of the sentinel is what we have called head.
- They are most useful in a doubly linked list where the previous of the sentinel is tail.
Now let's implement java.util.List with a doubly linked list with a sentinel. The list will also be circular.

You should notice that this implementation never has to check for null because no references in the list should ever be null. This simplifies the code significantly. We also implicitly get a head and a tail with no extra work. If you don't have a sentinel you will write a lot of extra checks for nulls and even more to include a tail.
Any questions?
Remember that assignment #3 is due today.
Thursday is the midterm.
Interclass problem – Write a simple linked list that you can use for the memory function of our graphical RPC. Have a main that puts some numbers on your list then pulls them off.